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On today's podcast episode, we discuss how Meta could take the GenAI space by storm, the

likelihood that rapid AI development and deployment backfires, and how advertisers are

viewing Threads as it approaches its first birthday. Tune in to the discussion with our analyst

Jasmine Enberg.

 

Subscribe to the “Behind the Numbers” podcast on Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Pandora,

Stitcher, YouTube, Podbean or wherever you listen to podcasts. Follow us on Instagram

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/behind-the-numbers-an-emarketer-podcast/id1113097936
https://open.spotify.com/show/7C9j1qi6NI4Uct9gWfFdxk?si=31c6ee3a5e0a4b7f
https://pandora.app.link/eqLsEa15dJb
https://youtube.com/@emarketerinc
https://www.instagram.com/insiderintelligence/
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Episode Transcript:

Marcus Johnson (00:00):

This episode is made possible by Awin Build Scale and optimize your creator a�liate

programs for maximum ROI. With awin, leverage the platform's best in class technology and

award-winning expertise in end-to-end influencer program and campaign management to

your brand's advantage and drive impressive results. Visit awin.com/emarketer to learn more.

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/AQYmj2xUoTONDQ87k4oQ5t8jtyhBVfFQ-oNzeU4ZvOm0a9nxKPHFCUAnTiJmMOWG8I36iyW_bJ72_Q0CwcdfAq1NRqQ?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=0.63
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Jasmine Enberg (00:24):

We are heading into this new period of social media and digital overall where people are

expecting AI to be a part of their experience. So I don't think meta is going to backtrack, even

though it might make some tweaks to how and where meta AI shows up.

Marcus Johnson (00:46):

Hey gang, it's Tuesday, March 7th, getting myself a little bit there. Jasmine,

Jasmine Enberg (00:52):

I just

Marcus Johnson (00:53):

Jumped out to come in that heart. Jasmine and listeners, welcome to an overly aggressive

behind the numbers daily, an eMarketer podcast made possible by Awin. I'm Marcus. Today

I'm joined by our principal analyst who covers everything social media based in California. It's

now petrified Jasmine Emberg.

Jasmine Enberg (01:18):

Hi Marcus. Hi everyone. I won't even try to match the enthusiasm that I just heard from you.

Marcus Johnson (01:23):

My adrenaline is racing. Okay. Today we're talking about an elevated tones Facebook and

Instagram now, but we start of course with today's back. So Jasmine, left or right-handed.

Jasmine Enberg (01:37):

Right-handed.

Marcus Johnson (01:39):

Okay. So you are one of the 90%. Research has shown that about 10% of people in the world

are left-handed. Can we predict what will be according to a BBC article Call? Northern Irish

psychologist Peter Hepper studied scans of babies in the womb who were sucking their

thumb and found about 90% of babies sucked their right thumb. And by 12 years old, almost

all of those were right-handed, whereas three quarters of people who sucked their left thumb

became left-handed. Yeah, so it's a strong indicator. Genetics also a factor. One left-handed

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/OqBwKNy-NI-mhrQZtiTBF_KlcLwshYG5p95GE9wjNTAHovQLZrvZLTw6fSTonfnllv8KOInM2KRyu0iUpfNFNSBet3s?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=24.2399999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/Ma0jhczhP8E_fPQw1pLkRebY8kGppmbh3rASalsl9avIqkv2gtmbRZGiFttayiqAZYBQBASh9YaPkvWz3-tnopKmu90?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=46.32
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/0l9ZMZPQugvForg72bSmADCmZ-LFMp1YZPLc09O8pxbz3Z67k0MK4FxX5FtpyhW5JNEqDPy5aP_XC62__Y-rgYMc6hQ?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=52.92
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/YmoW92D35ltRVzOMxctCEHcVTfA7Lj7xruzrzb0Z6JgcXw1KvAo98HZsxCQitGzHNP1C2ZehwDpn52pPipdVF8DWk1Q?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=53.37
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/v3JJwbaEfESTlvVXmIKDYix5oHEAEW4lNzgX4W7HsH0GQU7YyJ-eiPUiAQip40beHsqHjJCnMivLaND3Y48sFIqPKiE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=78.27
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/OQvXlVtfO5qsE9f_iQcZjwB-srxzrBd81VBqEN4KTkIGFp6O79TQz45EPlzwiE9QnKa4_bX5dMUEbJGxyDZShbDFgac?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=83.22
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/VUG2L_oHGVfmBiYfwEaYz2KWEF8Sdu6FhSmmihd3YJoMdyVEvLsqui1jMV_Kwb5KvaYHSMW15cQVcOQdc7I2kF3D6qY?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=97.92
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/ZMQTmZKIdOuObWl5KBxExtNFeNxJNZ5Cp9ghB_yrIP1_9MEuA-Pduzauu2nTclLS1bOo7pLhEdL0tQcyoraIBEjf07s?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=99.33
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parent means you're more likely to be left-handed. If both are, you have a one in four chance

that you'll be left-handed as well from about two years old. Toddlers tend to prefer using one

hand more than the other.

Jasmine Enberg (02:29):

Wow.

Marcus Johnson (02:30):

And here's something I'd never considered, but are animals left or right-handed, right.

Jasmine Enberg (02:36):

I do not know

Marcus Johnson (02:38):

I need to get a life. I dunno why, but yeah, most creatures, even apes are our closest cousins in

the animal kingdom show a 50 50 split when it comes to which hand or poor or foot, whatever

they use the most. However, parrots and kangaroos do favor their left.

Jasmine Enberg (02:56):

Interesting. Yeah, I don't really even know how to respond to these facts.

Marcus Johnson (03:00):

Yeah, no one does with a get on with it. That's what most people are probably thinking. And so

I will, today's real topic is Stuart who runs the team is definitely thinking that today's real topic

meta

Marcus Johnson (03:17):

In today's episode. First in the lead, we'll cover meta no other news today. There's no time for

crying out loud. There's too much to talk about. So let's do it. Let's start with AI Jasmine as

our briefings writer, Daniel Stankovich explains Meta recently brought meta AI to consumers

prominently featuring it in the search bars across Facebook, Instagram, and WhatsApp. You

may have noticed it there in feeds. There's AI stu� in chats on Facebook Messenger and

launching also a standalone version at Meta AI designed to compete with chat g PT folks will

be able to ask about anything from concerts to restaurants and much, much more. Meta's AI,

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/11msZovPPEdk-EyM-g9SU3YwPBei_Gz2KkGRuCBEqw9g4D4DuUgRsrwTQa-wrbdW-qyKiH7Ey6TEPTqkN75VJ-2WKiM?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=149.37
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/vLqZkVtlykEu4wtdHVtNEUGo3uz3OKamytQiCmom6T-MDStmthKzjWx7SzWwO8nHVWcPOjWxHZ2Sjg8bbkCC1u_1qy4?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=150.45
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/6_WLrFrh3y43eqANbvtyjgMG63a0tFkxLUBbhx8ONNnXVs7A5f-pZ9XEsd51jAk1lJSE5Xf-2qonxciZHRql55PMA1s?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=156.66
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/1PdMSF8QV4RJwRP-5drd3gcrrEvYgfhTrIJZXAHG_jFOCZ3nRJ79moaxttzzGVFNqDhSCX3TDuZdzO5-jIAGC1brLbg?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=158.46
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/JlxALlEB7sV-kq8OoSE0bWV0eVJ47YVyskyvWqjSb9vFkJo5LRrJtkKM1i26ltS0wdNT8uGL1HI8sBK-elDT2j8SSqE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=176.28
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/EysQO_6IYbd9q1T3iWSi2ledCkLXyY-q6SnBwWiR9a_1sv9Aeo9miqY4JuaQ-drn_Quxj2aZKvrXqzs3u0gFtGcv6Kc?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=180.61
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/4Vfl4Yjdo4zE2Ul1eYNcX3HMvAAwl8Z7Zs9vczNmkrDa0vouCscM-72JZWAYHR2czCSdzmwZ5SLBG0vi_Jl4JOCJaIo?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=197.8899999
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including its assistant chatbot, is powered by LAMA three. That's its latest and most powerful

large language model. Jasmine, you wrote a piece recently about how meta could be a dark

horse in the gen AI war. How come?

Jasmine Enberg (04:11):

Well, meta has so far been somewhat of an underrated player if you think about the broader

race to ai. But if you look at all of the investments that it's putting into AI and that it's planning

to do an ai, it's clear that it's now in this race to win it. And when I wrote that, I certainly wasn't

saying that it's going to beat out the whole market. I mean, there's a lot of competition. It's a

very crowded space chat. GBT of course has become synonymous with generative ai, but I do

think that it can carve out a strong slice in the market. If you look at its distribution potential

alone, meta only needs 43% of US Facebook users to use meta AI on a monthly basis for it to

be as big as chat GPT is here in the us. And that really isn't unthinkable if you think about how

aggressively it's rolled meta AI out and how prominently and prominently it is across all of its

apps. And of course it's only going to be as good as the underlying model, but what we heard

in the earnings call is that it's already released a new model, the latest LAMA three, and it's

working on training an even more powerful model. And then of course there's the

monetization aspect. We don't really know how Meta is going to monetize meta ai, but pretty

much everything meta does, it'll probably be an advertising play and it would be connected to

its powerful ad ecosystem.

Marcus Johnson (05:38):

Yeah, 40% of just one of its apps users using it for it said already on power in terms of users is

not much at all. The problem is it's moving fast, it's not moving fast enough it seems. Salvador

Rodriguez and Joanna Stone, the Wall Street Journal pointing out that meta working on a

large language model that's even bigger than LAMA three that will feature 400 billion

parameters, the more parameters, the smarter, it's essentially, OpenAI hasn't disclosed the size

of G PT four, but it's estimated that it would be four times larger chat GPT-4, the current one,

it would be four times larger than what META'S next LLM large language model release would

be. And our sister company Business Insider reporting, OpenAI, is on track to release the next

major version of its AI model GPT five in a couple of months by mid 2024. So it's significant,

but in terms of size, it's nowhere near the power of chat GBT. But to your point, you're saying

dark horse, you're not saying compete with and part of the reason it's a dark horse of that

scale. I mean two thirds of everyone who uses the internet on earth, two thirds of people who

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/WsxfzIUbtOJNBO-8rJKoyDCBOD39N2OwT6LJQcow_3yswezj6hagInyZkAFITnaNNbiSgTU4ypznF72q-1eXUtbnnyo?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=251.23
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/mp1lDEsmYX9GXpGfSpPmq0y0riZUUnoKTXVf2GSa_oyw_oxsfMHIH-cx_hUolkYdy5OGLFuzXEo3czB49F_FcmtVXds?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=338.71
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use the internet on earth use a meta platform, Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp, Facebook

Messenger.

Jasmine Enberg (06:51):

The other thing I found really interesting about meta AI is when I was playing around with it on

Instagram, it wasn't very good at directing me around the app, which if you remember when

Snap rolled out my AI and being part of why it was doing that was to be able to direct users

better around its surfaces and I was asking it to recommend me creators or specific lifestyle

creators, and it was giving me search results from Bing or from Google versus actually

directing me to an Instagram profile or page. That would be really cool as well just to help

people kind of navigate the platform and it would be really important for Creator Discovery,

which of course is something that Instagram is working on right now as well.

Marcus Johnson (07:34):

Yeah, that's a great point. Big part of the appeal here. I mean Scales One, it's got all those

apps under its umbrella also it's free and if you want to use the high quality version of chat

GBT, you've got to pay for it 20 bucks a month for now. So that's going to help it scale and

also the fact that it's a free service. One of the questions here though, Jasmine, is I just said

that it's not moving fast enough because in terms of catching up with Chat gt, which it doesn't

have to do to be a significant player, but one of the questions is meta moving too fast on AI

and Eina Freeda. Axios writes that meta pushing gen AI into every corner of its giant

platforms is frustrating some longtime users and threatening to worsen existing problems

with spam and misinformation, thus degrading the experience for its billions of users. In your

opinion, how likely is it that this expedient push into AI for meta backfires?

Jasmine Enberg (08:25):

It's not very likely. I mean people are always up in arms when social platforms roll out new

features. Do you remember the Reddit forums that emerged with people saying they were

going to quit TikTok because of TikTok shop? Yeah, that didn't happen. In fact, our research

shows that TikTok users either like or don't care about the increase in TikTok shop content and

a lot of people have increased their usage since TikTok shop rolled out. And this is straight out

of Meta's normal playbook. It rolls out a product, people complain and then they get over it.

And Meta does have to take those complaints seriously because there is a potential to

degrade the experience. But at the same time, we are heading into this new period of social

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/gCsyP6-LhYJWI01xgo45GnXPtyy0r6RczGgz6AR6baX9qWiec-i2wgVpDL1pIlkqe5VobAfemfWoTsUsWh59nh6Kv1Q?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=411.05
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/zqNIjhY2_uoVn9GunmE5R6YG7OMGdF0Jmx18Pw5WANnf8kZuPqbdPr43xSD9ePhrT5alS3YHF6WZ1Kj5GOzdOyDLP1c?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=454.34
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/CxNDe4_0K7yNIkgWUGXRC1-dhx7dZ4TFnulJ2wESCmMxaakq0TiodIwoakvT2wNMgnzUc99cR9NI9UPJeBr9Gi6mmTQ?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=505.97
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media where and digital over overall where people are expecting AI to be a part of their

experience. So I don't think meta is going to backtrack even though it might make some

tweaks to how and where meta AI shows up and I don't think it's going to be the end of

Facebook or Instagram as a result.

Marcus Johnson (09:29):

So that's users. So let me throw another angle at you, which is advertisers. Is Meta's AI ready

for advertisers? On the one hand, yes, it's made them a lot of money. Meta more than doubled

revenue from its AI powered ad tool since last year. But on the other hand, the Verge was

saying that they spoke to several marketers and businesses who say Meta's automated and

platform has been blowing through budgets and failing to deliver sales. And that getting

support from Meta has been a challenge, especially since they laid o� thousands of

employees and gutted many of its customer support teams. Digiday reporting Meta's ad

account teams were downsized and many client inquiries now being directed to ai Chatbots

Bot, this is only, they spoke to some, they didn't speak to all marketers about blowing through

budgets and failing to deliver on sales in terms of its AI automated ad platform. But my

question I guess is what happens if there is a problem like this on a mass scale?

Jasmine Enberg (10:23):

I mean it's certainly a problem. I do think the larger point is that AI has already had a profound

impact on Meta's advertising business and I think a lot of those problems seem to be

stemming from support versus actual issues with its advertising platform. Certainly there are

some, and it's still really early days for AI and Meta will have time and I'm sure is working to fix

many of those issues and we've already seen how much good it can do for its ad business.

Marcus Johnson (10:54):

Yeah, one of the questions here as well is can they keep spending as much as they're spending

and they're probably going to have to spend more as well spending on AI costing them a

fortune. Last year meta dropped 28 billion in capital expenditure this year they're expecting

to spend 40% more and projecting to spend even more next year. And on top of that,

Jasmine, they're spending on Reality Labs, which is then be our hardware division, which nearly

lost 4 billion in Q1 on just under 500 million in revenue. So they've got to keep an eye on that.

In fairness to meta, they did make 12 billion in profit, which is double Q1 over the last year. So

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/pSVYk68JXH6x0ZWZjgZu2pJUEXpHaiReV77S0TBAyWHXQGv-9hUkamxcyf_4xATJHiePu5n98E-uSRhT8wdypQxxkBM?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=569.46
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/JAiR1ZrIjl5a0C7juQGnILi51VrJLZ4_9IaQ9-u8XHB0LVwas01g4ePr_UA7Cpzlnn3VWXZyWTmYhaytj1ohtITAYqo?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=623.07
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/50YN0qP-9NWjHpkoQLwPP3ffnRBB-8J15STzIKr29iq_qfWxkMPySaJuZPCK7_zpcAwEfJBW1uYWIDAx0YCdeVIlRnU?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=654.54
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maybe they're okay, but they got their financial house in order last year, but they don't have

infinite money and AI costs a lot of money, so something they've got to pay attention to.

Marcus Johnson (11:41):

Speaking of Q1, we have their performance numbers now for the first three months of the

year, we're going to play Slice of pie for this one, looking at their revenue, Jasmine ad revenue,

how was Meta able to grow ad revenue? It was very impressive. 27% in Q1 up from just 4% in

the same quarter a year earlier. The way we play this is you give up to three reasons why an

attribute shares to each add up to a hundred percent. That's slice of pie, but yeah, going from

4% in Q1 last year to 27% growth in Q1 this year. How they do it,

Jasmine Enberg (12:14):

I'm going to give you three slices of pie and the first one is predictably ai, and we've talked

about this already, but a lot of the investments that Meta is making in AI will take a long time

to pay o�, but it's advertising business is clearly one place where AI is already having an

impact, particularly with its suite of Advantage plus solutions. It's also having an impact on

engagement. What we heard on the earnings call is that 50% of the content that people see on

Instagram is now coming through AI recommendations and 30% of the content that people

see on Facebook is also coming from AI recommendations. Yeah,

Marcus Johnson (12:50):

Surprise me.

Jasmine Enberg (12:51):

And that's helping boost time spent, which is actually something that I just wrote about and

that can then eventually translate to more ad dollars. So it's both a direct and indirect impact

on advertising.

Marcus Johnson (13:03):

Okay. How much of the pie is AI for you?

Jasmine Enberg (13:05):

40%. Okay. And then I'm going to give another 40% to the overall state of the digital ad

market. And what we're seeing across the board is that advertisers are just more willing to

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/Mhytssp_9_D3hfWIPiPIKJgJpg0rgYspOj0qfFFXCDInaneRMEgEZFrOVuAoO6vf0nyxjroD-lcYlb_wBWeoyKayBas?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=701.22
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/kJQ0laqcREMlBp4zeLRtLX0G4dRAVGKvCxd-K6BPjT12-IxKPj47wQNjesd6IAQlTVT-YCbpM2VkAfRqtNLoCmg8FGA?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=734.65
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/171V6ESZvHHMabrgpWtUnA7QNkXhqNXLJ50RV5-g_f-IylcD5HI66_kJlvHn-uk_Vc7Lzx8D1-xPov5pbhZG1JIHPM0?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=770.38
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/S7PsyvP4mm-SEMkiwtZ2oA_mxl6TzEPhmF50bN0M-yd7o43gRBUxhfNafM-k-kSuvAkn6SUnsvVSKGQMz1-2ovYE-No?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=771.49
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/HXc9gMKB7HQvvI47VfjTl3Gw791T6qJA9GFIug6Ze6fpRTLeZgQVa7X2sv3olqd5PQ6YwFj9iHZ4vsSVSmxZ21Xx308?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=783.22
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/4ZKWFUAuu2DXBWTen7gnjoiSRhWUT4vH1L7OmJ8m8Pfi7Yk5XpdoR5_odH2LKS3BhJkR3XX8WpFFHQwG3VH1p8fiAhU?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=785.735
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open up their pocketbooks and that's really helped boost spending across platforms. Meta

included. We also saw that in Snap's earnings, which I know you'll talk about on another

episode, but this has clearly we're in a period of a digital ad rebound. And then the final 20 I'm

going to give to retail, which was something that they talked about a little bit on the call me

didn't share how much China specifically was contributing to revenue this quarter, but it did

say that it was included in the 41% growth from the APAC region, which was primarily

commerce and gaming. And what we're again seeing kind of across the board is that retail

really is at the center of this ad rebound and growth that we're seeing. And Meta has a strong

handle on shopping related ads and that again includes its AI powered ad formats.

Marcus Johnson (14:09):

So 40% ai, 40% digital advertising space rebounding at 20% for retail. Meta mentioning

impressions were up 20% price per ad, also up six points. And yeah, back to strong growth

that 27% in q1, the fastest quarterly growth in two and a half years. So pretty impressive. One

thing that was missing from their earnings, Jasmine was a user figure or a number of user

figures choosing not to report on users, daily users or monthly users. There was a daily family

active people number basically. How many people use one of their suite of apps, metas apps,

Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram, Facebook Messenger, how many people use one of those

per day worldwide? So that number was in there, but what'd you make of meta not reporting

on daily active users, monthly active users like it has in the past for the first time now that it's

actually happened?

Jasmine Enberg (15:03):

Well, we knew this was coming and I think there's a couple of reasons for it. One meta is really

careful about the words that it uses and we've seen a shift over time away from the word user,

more towards words like people and family and community, which is reflective of the kind of

connotation they want to give out to the broader world. And I think the other part of that is to

be able to hide any weakness in Facebook's user growth. And we know that Facebook has

had trouble attracting new users even though it's already massive. And this is a good way not

only to be able to talk about its services as a whole shift the perception away from user, more

towards things like family and people and also hide that potential weakness in Facebook's

user growth.

Marcus Johnson (15:50):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/EWJS735IW6oV17JkFl2ilgAjmIqXMkOH-MKxyAeAdg51J0zJSH5cM5bDqYJHcDF9zr-ehv0ktRzOqClDtA74vmBlPqM?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=849.745
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/qXFuqEeDaPq75bbwVKC84mChu8DKMTy8FxfjRLt1Xzqnxm9y7nn5psU7ZD_sP-x9XNg0atxM1tE3u6GmmV4AzviXMQs?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=903.38
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/-q6-TKqwSfQXXBwFJD0-QYW_R1etF1jRQ8VpzyZpp43tUfft2TjSbCO93afuUnzMcOGNexbkLnoY3DiP9YNuDHX2cjY?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=950.72
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Yeah, they were doing pretty well in terms of adding users for every quarter last year, but at

some point they're going to, I mean, once you've got two thirds of people who use the

internet in the world using your services, it makes it hard to make those numbers look stellar

and it doesn't want people focusing, especially Wall Street focusing so much on those. I will

say the lack of transparency did feel a bit ominous because now in folks models there's just an

na and when you've gotten something for so long and then there's just a gap, it does almost

invite more questions, but something they said they were going to do, so it was to be

expected. Something else they announced though in terms of users was Threads, which is it's

X or Twitter copycat or competitor Meta announcing that Threads has 150 million 1 5 0 million

maus monthly active users up from one 30 in February. So from one 30 to one 50 in just a

month or two. Jasmine, how should advertisers be viewing threads as it approaches its first

birthday?

Jasmine Enberg (16:54):

150 million? maus is definitely a nice number to share on an earnings call, but it doesn't say all

that much about whether or not people are spending time or engaging on the platform. And

all of the research that I've seen either points to low or declining engagement on threads. But

actually my favorite part of Zuckerberg's comments about threads on the earnings call was

when he said that Taylor Swift joined the platform and that was a very deliberate name drop

and a clear indication that Meta still wants threads to be its cultural powerhouse. And I wrote

about this when Threads first launched, and even investors now of course understand the

power of Taylor Swift and driving culture as well as the power of Swifties and what their

arrival to the platform would mean for engagement and for usage. And this is really important

of course, as Meta is gearing up to monetize threads,

Marcus Johnson (17:50):

That audience that they have is growing, gaining on X slash Twitter's audience this year,

threads has 60%. The audience Twitter has next year will be 70% as Twitter users are dropping

by a few million threads, users are increasing by a few, but that is monthly, daily, obviously a

much more accurate depiction of what's going on. Jasmine, I didn't tell you this because I

thought you might not show up for the episode, but we also need a grade right now from you

for Mets q1 for folks who haven't listened before. And Jasmine hates this part, which is why I

lied to her in the run of show and I'm telling her right now, it was

Jasmine Enberg (18:24):
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A lie of a mission, not a direct lie. I mean honestly, just based on the stellar top line revenue

growth, I'm going to give meta an A

Speaker 3 (18:34):

A man.

Marcus Johnson (18:35):

That's fair. An A for meta. Google also got an A, we covered Netflix, they got an A, Spotify

got a B, but I think that's mainly because Ross gave the grade. He's a bit more hard to

impress, but still a B. So it's been pretty good grades so far. As Jasmine mentioned, we've got

Snap, I'm talking to Mind, smiley and one of our social media folks on that, and then also

Amazon as well to round out the digital giants and how they've been doing in Q1. But thank

you so Mr. Jasmine for talking to me about how Meta has been doing.

Jasmine Enberg (19:08):

Thanks for having me.

Marcus Johnson (19:09):

Yes indeed. Thank you of course to Victoria who edits the show, Stuart, who runs the team,

and Sophie who does our social media. Thanks to everyone for listening in to the Behind Them

Daily eMarketer podcast made possible by a win tune in tomorrow. If you'd like to hang out

with Sarah Libo on the Reimagining Retail Show where she speaks with Blake Dro and Becky

Shilling all about what quick service restaurants can teach us about loyalty.
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